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MiFID should be a powerful catalyst to benefit end consumers. Currently it 
seems that this catalyst is being diluted. 
 
More worrying than the lessening of focus from the, perhaps necessary, 
drafting verbiage is the risk of MiFID being captured by vested interests that 
do not want change. 
 
The oft heard mantra of “beware unintended consequences” is but an attempt 
to obfuscate the need for progress. Intrinsic to the workings of a true market 
are that ex-ante predictions are often wrong. The siren voices of the rent-
seekers wishing to protect the status quo must be resisted.  
 
The first inevitable output of MiFID - a massive data explosion - supplements 
the present inescapable electronic trend of financial markets. However, so 
many existing players in the financial services market are technologically 
backward. A truly competitive industry embraces technology to become more 
efficient and bring down costs for clients. 
 
One does not have to lapse into management consultancy speak of “supply 
chain management” and “value creation”. It should be obvious that the historic 
silos of bonds, equities, FX and derivatives are redundant in an electronic 
age. Whilst gas, electricity and water need separate infrastructures, non-
physical financial products do not require ancient, discrete “earth mounds” of 
trading, clearing and settlement. 
 
Unfortunately, many firms within the investment management industry do not 
want to take the change medicine they can so often prescribe to firms in other 
industries. For example, the retail or automotive industries can not eschew 
removing “pencil & paper” practices; genuine competitive forces force them to 
progress productively. Yet, within the financial services sector these forces 
are being blunted. 
 
MiFID must, therefore, give real teeth to its second obvious output - Best 
Execution. The most effective way of doing this is not to get bogged down in 
wrestling with regulation as the primary lever. The clear imperative for 
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change, as in any fully functioning market, is the existence of strong and 
informed clients. The Issues Paper recognises the important role users and 
final investors have to play in obtaining a competitive environment. This is 
what the EC must major on. A savvy, aware client ensures ongoing dynamic 
improvement in its suppliers, whereas Regulation often only elicits a damage-
limitation static response, often lawyer led, in those same suppliers. This is 
not to say that regulation should not be enacted to remove existing legal 
barriers to market driven efficiency, just to say it should be secondary to the 
key imperative of engaging end client forces. 
 
The EC should do every thing it can to enhance the understanding of the end 
client of what is actually occurring now and what could be improved. 
Transparency does work. Incompetent, unproductive practices should be 
open to ridicule. Comparative studies of other industries and scenarios of 
what is practically possible now do enlighten. Whilst fiduciary duty should be a 
real “stick” held over the end client trustees, presently a “quasi safe harbour” 
allows clustering around their peers’ similar poor knowledge of current 
practice. In instances where the client is not king (e.g. the governance of 
OEICs/unit trusts) change is impeded and the EC needs to address this with 
high priority. An informed Press also has a strong role to play in stimulating 
unrelenting client pressure for improvement, so efforts should be made to 
reach out and inform this “estate”.  
 
If such an approach is fully adopted then the EC will be, and will be seen to 
be, aligned with the interests of the end client rather than damagingly 
sidelined into interminable skirmishes with a well resourced supplier lobby. In 
my view, only if the EC adopts this end client driven approach will the greater 
prize of the mitigation of the EU wide savings crisis be achievable. It is a 
necessary, if not sufficient, condition that the “factory” of savings is made to 
operate efficiently. This requires both existing suppliers to see the “writing on 
the wall” and the need for change, and the encouragement of new entrants 
with fresh ideas. 
 
It is imperative that the “wood” needs to be clearly seen before the necessary 
concrete actions around the “trees” can be put in place. In this particular 
response, therefore, I refrain from commenting on the, often laudable, specific 
points in the Issues Paper. 
 
 
Barry Marshall  
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